BRINTONS + STACY GARCIA CELEBRATE EIGHT YEARS OF COLLABORATION WITH RETROSPECTIVE
ATLANTA, Nov. 10, 2017 – Brintons, a leading designer and manufacturer of woven axminster carpet,
has once again partnered with designer Stacy Garcia to celebrate almost a decade of successful partnership
with the launch of Retrospective.
Retrospective traces the prolific eight-year partnership of Stacy Garcia and Brintons Axminster carpet. From
layered medallions to radical abstractions, ranging from colorful and bold to contemporary and elegant, the
Stacy Garcia for Brintons offering boasts an impressive 143 individual designs amongst eight collections. This
digital exhibit offers a concise sampling of work which underscores a love for pattern and an emphasis on
collaborative process. Retrospective revives sixteen signature patterns in today’s palette.
After working together on nine axminster design collections starting in 2009 with Nouveau Boho (the
manufacturer + design firm duo’s most iconic collaboration to date) the Stacy Garcia + Brintons team was able
to take a look back at their most successful designs and revisit each with the edge that only experience gives.
Seeing the Stacy Garcia brand take shape through Brintons creative process is challenging yet equally
rewarding. Brintons axminster provides an unparalleled opportunity to really explore scale and push pattern
to new textural depths. This partnership’s unique aesthetic is driven by trend forecasting, developed through a
contemporary lens, and perfected with rich bold color.
This collection is perfect for use in every market – from hospitality and retail to marine and gaming – and has
the ability to be fully customized to fit each project. Retrospective will be on display at the Stacy Garcia Zen
Lounge on booth 947 at Boutique Design New York (BDNY) on November 12-13.
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About Brintons
Brintons Carpets is a market-leading supplier of woven carpets to the worldwide hospitality, marine,
gaming, leisure, private and public sectors. Committed to the concept of thinking globally and acting
locally, Brintons has design studios, offices and agents in all of the major markets around the world.
Brintons Carpets product portfolio includes premium woven axminster and wilton broadloom carpets,
tiles and hand-tufted rugs. The company operates wholly owned ISO 14001-accredited facilities in India,
Portugal, the United Kingdom, and Poland. www.brintons.net
About Stacy Garcia
Founded in 2004, Stacy Garcia is a leading global lifestyle brand with roots in hospitality design, offering
inspired product collections across a number of categories including textiles, carpet, wallcovering,
furniture and lighting. Renowned for its signature bold and colorful designs and in-depth trend
forecasting, Stacy Garcia is the first and only design house to offer a complete design story for the
hospitality industry.
Headquartered in New York, the privately held product design company is helmed by founder and
Chief Inspiration Officer, Stacy Garcia, who sees design as an empowering form of communication and
the brand as one that connects to a lifestyle less ordinary.
Stacy Garcia products are available through exclusive partners and showrooms worldwide. For more
information, please visit www.StacyGarcia.com, follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and read
more on the Life-Styled.net blog.
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Pictured: 1. Design shown: 5/N3011SG 2. Tonal geometric meets wood flatlay. 3. Design shown: 77/J2451SG
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Pictured: 4. Design shown: 119/J2413SG 5. Material juxtaposition and fluid movement flatlay. 6. Design Shown: 46/L1532SG

